VFR Flight Rules (See & Avoid)

4500’ – 6500’ AGL
NON-SAR Fixed Wing
West: 4500’ – 5500’ AGL
East: 5500’ – 6500’ AGL

3000’ – 4000’ AGL
NON-SAR Rotor Wing
2000’ AGL up to and including 3000’ AGL

1500’ – 2500’ AGL
Fixed Wing Operations
1500’ AGL up to and including 2500’ AGL

700’ – 1200’ AGL
Helo SAR Transition Altitude
(Rescued Persons Movement)
East: 700’ - 900’ AGL
West: 1000’ – 1200’ AGL

SFC – 500’ AGL
Helo SAR Ops / Sling Load OPS
SFC up to and including 500’ AGL
Counter Clockwise Flow